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Abstract:

This project aims to enhance FreeType's support for complex Unicode scripts and to implement compatibility with the

latest Unicode standards and emoji specifications. This proposal outlines the tasks involved, expected outcomes,

timeline, and code snippets for reference.

Introduction:

FreeType is a widely used library for rendering fonts in various applications. With the increasing demand for

multilingual and emoji support, it's essential to enhance FreeType's Unicode capabilities to ensure it meets the

requirements of modern text rendering applications.

Objective:

The primary objective of this project is to improve FreeType's support for complex Unicode scripts such as Indic or

Arabic and to update its compatibility with the latest Unicode standards and emoji specifications.

Background:

Unicode is a standard for encoding characters in different writing systems, including alphabets, syllabaries, and

ideograms. FreeType currently supports Unicode for glyph indexing and rendering, but there's room for improvement,

especially for complex scripts and emoji.



Tasks:

1. Unicode Script Analysis (25 hours):

- Conduct a comprehensive analysis of FreeType's Unicode support.

- Identify specific areas where support for complex scripts like Indic or Arabic can be improved.

2. Unicode Version Update (50 hours):

- Research the latest Unicode standards and emoji specifications.

- Implement support for new Unicode code points and characters introduced in recent versions.

3. Complex Script Support (100 hours):

- Develop algorithms and optimizations for better rendering of complex scripts.

- Address issues related to glyph shaping, positioning, and ligatures in scripts like Indic or Arabic.

4. Emoji Support (50 hours):

- Implement mechanisms for rendering color emoji glyphs.

- Ensure proper handling of multi-code point emoji sequences.



Expected Outcome:

The project is expected to result in improved support for complex Unicode scripts and better compatibility with the

latest Unicode standards and emoji specifications, thereby enhancing FreeType's usefulness in diverse text rendering

applications.

Timeline:

- Week 1-2: Research and analysis of current Unicode support in FreeType. Identify areas for improvement.

- Week 3-4: Update Unicode version support in FreeType codebase to the latest standards.

- Week 5-8: Implement algorithms and optimizations for complex script support.

- Week 9-10: Develop mechanisms for rendering color emoji glyphs.

- Week 11-12: Testing and bug fixing. Ensure compatibility across platforms.

Code Snippets:

// Sample code snippet for updating Unicode version support

void updateUnicodeVersion() {

// Fetch latest Unicode version data

UnicodeData latestData = fetchLatestUnicodeData();



// Update FreeType's internal Unicode database

updateInternalDatabase(latestData);

}

// Sample code snippet for complex script support

void renderIndicScript(const char* text) {

// Analyze text and identify Indic script characters

IndicCharacterInfo info = analyzeIndicCharacters(text);

// Render Indic script characters using appropriate shaping and positioning

for (int i = 0; i < info.numCharacters; ++i) {

renderIndicCharacter(info.characters[i]);

}

}

Conclusion:

Enhancing Unicode support in FreeType is essential for meeting the demands of modern text rendering applications.

This project aims to improve FreeType's Unicode capabilities, making it more versatile and suitable for a wide range of

languages and scripts.
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